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Executive Summary 

Columbia Physical Therapy (CPT) is a regional physical therapy company that operates in 

various towns in Washington, Oregon, and Idaho. The Company has grown at a steady rate over 

the last 25 years (approximately how long the company has been in existence). Each clinic has a 

clinic manager, who is a physical therapist. While the therapists are very good at managing 

clinics, the current accounting system is archaic.  

 

At the end of each quarter, the company accountant calculates profit-sharing to determine what 

the company should distribute to each therapist. Thus, it is important that the profit-sharing 

numbers are calculated accurately. Because the accounting system is fairly limited, the profit-

sharing is not calculated through the accounting system. Instead, the accountant uses an Excel 

spreadsheet to keep track of all the items used to compute the profit-sharing. In the past, the 

billing office manager has emailed the accountant 25 Word documents with all the relevant data 

(the formatting on the exported Excel documents is very difficult to use). The accountant has 

then copied those documents to an Excel file, and then used that data to determine profit-sharing 

numbers. This is a time-consuming process, sometimes taking hours or all day. The goal of my 

project was to create a template spreadsheet that would import the files and calculate profit-

sharing for each clinic in a matter of minutes. 

 

Project Overview 

The following bullets give an overview of how I would like the macros I have written to be used 

by the company accountant (with the associated subprocedures): 

 Import the workbook files with profit-sharing data by clicking on the custom button 

“Import Clinic Results” on the “CPT” tab. As the files are imported, the program runs a 

macro that automatically reformats the data. 

o Sub Callback (used to connect the following files to the custom ribbon) 

 Sub ImportFiles 

 CleanUpWorksheet 

o Deleteallshapes 

o Unmerge 

o Trim 

o DeleteBlue 

o Removerows 

o Removecolumns 

 Sub Autofit 

 Import the administrative files by clicking on the custom button “Import Admin”. Then 

reformat the data by clicking the custom button “Clean Up Admin” 

o Sub Callback1 

 Sub ImportAdmin 

 CleanUpAdmin 

o Deleteallshapes 

o Unmerge 

o Trim 

o Cleanup2 

o RemoveBlankRows 

o RemoveBlankColumns 



 Autofit 

o Sub Callback2 

 Sub CleanupAdmin2 

 RemoveBlankRows 

 RemoveBlankColumns 

 Removerows 

 Removecolumns 

 DeleteIncomplete 

 Once the data has been imported, run subprocedures and functions that calculate key 

numbers needed to produce profit sharing. 

o Sub Callback3 

 FindCollections 

 CompanyCollections 

 Function FindProfit 

 Function FindInsurance 

 Function FindCommissions 

 Function AccruedRetirement 

 

Implementation 

 

Objective #1: Clean up the formatting 

As you can see from the following pictures, the formatting on the files exported from the 

accounting system is really tough to use by other procedures or functions. Merged cells, shapes, 

and page numbers, as well as extra rows and columns, make it difficult to easily manipulate the 

data. 

 

 
 

 
  



Therefore, my first goal was to develop code that would clean up the spreadsheets so the data 

could be manipulated. This took some time because I had to clean up the formatting on the 

sheets, and also clean up bad formatting that had been built-in by the systems administrator. For 

example, many of the cells had leading and trailing spaces. Accordingly, I wrote a trimming 

procedure that kept the formatting by using indentation while getting rid of leading spaces. This 

shows what the page looks like once the formatting procedures have been run. 

 

 
 

Objective #2: Import the Files 

Once I developed programming that would clean up the formatting, I then developed a 

subprocedure that would quickly import the files. My hope was that the company accountant 

could download all the raw data into a folder, and then the program I created would extract the 

data into the master spreadsheet. With the help of Nathan, our TA, I was able to develop a code 

that looped through all of the files in the “Books” Folder to import the relevant worksheets from 

each workbook. The code also renamed the worksheets to the file names so the files are easily 

identifiable.  

 

I then wrote a program that performed the same function for the administrative files. I wanted to 

delineate the two types of files because the formatting was different, and the subs required to 

clean up the files were different. You can see example of the folder and the code below. 

 

 



 
 

The code opens the files, imports them into the master workbook, and names them based upon 

the file extension. Once the files are imported to the master file, they are cleaned up by calling 

the “CleanUpWorksheet” sub (which calls all of the other formatting subs such as trimming, 

getting rid of shapes, and extra rows/columns). Then, to make the data more readable, the sub 

calls an Autofit sub that makes all the columns and rows the right height or width. 

 

Objective #3: Manipulating the Data to Calculate Profit-Sharing 

Once the data is imported and usable, the next step is to populate the profit-sharing sheets for 

clinic with the appropriate data from the imported spreadsheets. To do this, I created an index 

worksheet that referenced the worksheets related to each clinic. Then, the subs and functions I 

wrote looped through all the worksheets to pull data from the relevant worksheets to calculate 

profit-sharing numbers, such as the accrued retirement expense, clinic collections, and total 

company collections. For procedures that needed an input, I wrote functions; for procedures that 

did not, I created subprocedures. You can see how some of the functions are used below.  

 

 
 

 

Objective #4: Making the sub user-friendly through a custom ribbon 

One of the most important objectives of this project was to make the macros user-friendly, so the 

users could use the macros without much confusion. The primary way I accomplished this is by 



providing a custom ribbon tab entitled “CPT”. On the custom tab, there are four buttons: “Import 

Clinic Results”, “Import Admin”, “Cleanup Admin”, and “Recalculate collections”. The first 

three buttons are used to get the data into the master file. The last button is used to recalculate the 

profit sharing because several of the subprocedures hard-code the data into the cells. 

 

 
 

Learning and Conceptual Difficulties 

This project caused me to learn a great deal about programming for end users. This class has 

been my first significant experience to VBA coding. Accordingly, the learning curve during the 

project was fairly steep. Unlike the structured projects we have completed before this project, I 

had to conceptualize what I wanted to accomplish and make adjustments along the way. For 

example, I wrote functions for every key data point for calculating the profit-sharing. After 

meeting with Dr. Allen, I learned that some of functions were better accomplished as a sub that 

hard-coded the data into the cells.  

 

Additionally, I had to adjust some of my code to consider what would be the easiest to use for a 

user who was not computer savvy. Thus, I added customized buttons, and made subs that called 

other related subs so the amount of steps needed to complete the profit-sharing process was as 

easy as possible. 

 

In terms of actual VBA coding, I became much more familiar with how to manipulate objects, 

such as shapes in a workbook. I also learned how to create For Loops inside of other For Loops. 

Furthermore, I cemented how to use VBA to import data from other worksheets. I also 

reinforced how to control the Excel ribbon using the Custom UI editor. Finally, I learned how to 

create logic that would work well for functions or subprocedures. 

 

The toughest difficulty I encountered was getting enough information from the billing office 

manager and accountant, because they were both hard to contact. Some of the information used 

to calculate the profit-sharing was convoluted because it involved multiple accounts, so I did not 

always understand where all the data should be pulled from. Because the accountant had not 

explained to me where she finds the therapist charges, I was not able to write code that calculates 

the individual therapist charges. However, I plan on writing a subprocedure to find that last data 

as soon as the account responds to my emails. 

 

Assistance 

I received some assistance on my project. Nathan, the VBA TA, helped me write code to import 

the worksheets from other Excel workbooks. He and Dr. Allen also helped me talk through an 

issue with one of my functions. I learned that the problem with one of the variables in the 

function (that would not hold a value), was that my function was set to Application.Volatile. This 



caused it to recalculate every time and deleted the placeholder variable. I fixed this by writing a 

subprocedure that did the same thing and hardcoded the data to a cell. 

 


